Cluster$Forma+on$&$Bound$Stellar$Frac+ons$in$M31$
via$PHAT$and$the$Andromeda$Project$
Cliﬀ(Johnson((University(of(Washington)(
A.C.$Seth2,$J.J.$Dalcanton1,$L.$Beerman1,$M.$Fouesneau3,$A.$Lewis1,$D.$Weisz1,$Andromeda$Project$&$PHAT$Teams$
(1)$University$of$Washington,$(2)$University$of$Utah,$(3)$MPIA$

2753$Star$Clusters$

We$use$high$resolu+on$Hubble$Space$Telescope$imaging$to$iden+fy$a$
stellar$cluster$sample$in$the$nearby$Andromeda$galaxy.$$We$obtain$
mass$es+mates$for$clusters$and$the$surrounding$ﬁeld$popula+ons$
from$colorJmagnitude$diagram$ﬁkng$of$the$resolved$star$
popula+ons$and$calculate$the$frac+on$of$10J100$Myr$old$stars$that$
are$members$of$bound$clusters.$$From$these$bound$mass$frac+ons,$
we$infer$the$frac+on$of$mass$born$in$longJlived$clusters$and$explore$
the$environmental$dependency$of$this$factor.$
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PHAT$Survey

The$Panchroma+c$Hubble$Andromeda$Treasury$(PHAT;$PI:$Dalcanton)$
has$surveyed$1/3$of$M31$disk,$obtaining$6Jband$imaging$using$ACS$&$
WFC3,$spanning$in$NUV$(F275W)$to$NIR$(F160W).$$Resul+ng$catalogs$
include$photometry$for$117$million$stars$(Williams+14).$

PHAT$F475W$

$

Andromeda$Project$Cluster$Catalog

Man$

Cluster$iden+ﬁca+on$was$accomplished$using$classiﬁca+ons$from$
ci+zen$scien+sts$through$the$Andromeda$Project$(AP)$website,$build$
and$hosted$by$the$Zooniverse.$

$

We$injected$3100(synthe<c(clusters(into$
images$to$robustly$determine$the$catalog’s$
completeness$characteris+cs$as$a$func+on$
of$cluster$proper+es$(age,$mass,$Reﬀ,$etc).$
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Cluster Formation Efficiency

Cluster$Catalog:$Johnson$et$al.$2014$(submiLed)$
By$The$Numbers:$
25$days$of$data$collec+on$
1.82$million$image$classiﬁca+ons$

Catalog$Completeness$Analysis:$

Example$Cluster$Data$
AP94$
~10$Myr,$3300$M$$

We$ﬁnd$that$we$are$mass$limited"for$
Lewis et al.
clusters$<100$Myr$old,$with$a$50%$
present day.
Williams (2003) measured
the SFH of M31 u
completeness$of$$~500$M
.$
ground-based data and found an increase in the
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$

>30,000$volunteers$
~2$years$of$human$aLen+on$

Man$

$

andromedaproject.org

from ⇠25 Myr ago to the present. This increase was
primarily in the northeast spiral arm. While the wor
present here shows a decrease in the SFR from ⇠50
to the present, our last time bin in Figure 7 from 25
to the present shows a tightening of the ring struc
and more localized SF along the northeast arm, sug
ing that the di↵erence in resolution between this s
and that of Williams (2003) could be the cause of the
crepancy. We also do not see evidence of SF movem
across the disk, which was taken by Williams (200
be evidence of propagating density waves. It is l
that resolution plays a significant role here as well.
regions sizes are much smaller, giving us the abilit
more precisely locate SF. We do, however, agree tha
has been confined primarily to the ring structures
at least the last 500 Myr.
Davidge et al. (2012) examined the recent SFH o
entire disk of M31 by comparing u0 luminosity func
with those derived from models assuming various S
His result indicates a factor of 2-3 rise in the SFR du
the past 10 Myr, which is in broad agreement with
results of Williams (2003).
While our results do not show a recent SFR incr
we will point out that Williams (2003) and Davidge
(2012) looked at the SFH over the entire disk of M
while we focus only on ⇠1/3 of the disk. There is
dence that the SFR is elevated in the outer regions o
southern and western parts of the disk mores than in
eastern parts. Our study does not include the sout
disk, nor does it reach the outer regions of the we
edge of the disk. It is possible that these regions c
contribute to an increase in the last 10 – 25 Myr tha
do not see in this work.

Γ = fraction of star
formation in bound clusters

Mclusters:$Cluster$Parameter$Fikng$

!:$Clustered$Frac+on$of$Star$Forma+on$
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Cluster$ages$&$masses$determined$through$
CMD$ﬁkng$(Beerman$et$al.,$in$prep).$

!$=$$

Mclusters
=
Mtotal

339$young$(10J100$Myr)$clusters$analyzed$here.$$

Mtotal:$Star$Forma+on$Histories$

Results$from$Alexia$Lewis$et$al.$(in$prep)$
Derived$using$MATCH$(Dolphin$2002)$CMD$ﬁkng$sonware$
Spa+al$Resolu+on:$100$x$100$pc$
Figure 10. Map of Time$Resolu+on:$~0.1$dex$over$last$~600$Myr$
the fraction of mass formed in the last 630
Myr compared to the total mass as inferred from the 3.6µmimage

Man$

(Barmby et al. 2006). The amount of mass formed over the time
range covered by these SFHs is very small, as expected, with the
highest fractions coming in the 10 and 15 kpc ring features. The
map is oriented as in Figure 1.

Previous$observa+onal$studies$(Larsen$&$Richter$01,$Goddard+10,$
SilvaJVilla$&$Larsen$11,$Adamo+11,$Cook+12,$SilvaJVilla+13)$have$
Current$Sample$
Star
Formation
Rate
Density
shown$evidence$for$a$rela+on$between$star(forma<on(rate(density(
and$!.$$Most$of$this$work$has$occurred$on$galaxyJwide$scales.$$We$
Kruijssen 2012, data from
Goddard+10, Adamo+11, Silva-Villa+11, Cook+12
improve$upon$this$previous$work$by$measuring$!$at$subJgalac+c$
scales$using$a$cluster$catalog$that$includes$<103$M $clusters.$
$
Assump+ons$for$our$work$here:$
• We$make$a$correc+on$for$undetected$cluster$mass$(<500$M ),$
assuming$a$mass$func+on$with$J2$index$from$10J2x105$M .$
• Cluster$dissolu+on$over$10J100$Myr$+me$period$is$negligible$–$see$
Morgan$Fouesneau’s$talk$for$discussion$of$cluster$dissolu+on.$

We$bin$results$up$into$“bricks”$(2.7$x$1.5$kpc).$
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1.00

DiskJIntegrated$SFH$

6.2. The Mystery of the 10-kpc Ring
6.2.1. The Ring is Long Lived

Figure 11. The global SFH of M31 over the last 630 Myr, combining the individual SFHs of each field. The dashed line (blue) shows
the average SFR over the most recent 100 Myr (⇠0.3 M yr 1 ).
The red error bars are a combination of the random uncertainties and the uncertainties in AV and dAV . The time bins are
(log t) = 0.1, so the youngest bins cover considerably less linear time than do the older bins. The region in gray indicates the
timescale over which the SFHs are not reliable in all regions.

The results we present here indicate that the rin
SF at a radius of 10 kpc has persisted for more
600 Myr. If we assume a rotational velocity of M3
the 10-kpc ring of ⇠250 km s 1 (Chemin et al. 2
Corbelli et al. 2010), then the dynamical time of M3
the ring is ⇠250 Myr, which means that star forma
has continued in the ring for at least two dynamical t
with no
dispersion.
Davidge
et al.
(2012)
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Preliminary$Results

Theore+cal$Rela+on$(K12)$
Early$Empirical$Rela+on$(G10)$

$

• We$compute$!$within$a$10J100$Myr$+me$bin$for$13$
kpcJscale$“brick”$regions$–$we$color$code$the$
results$according$to$galaxy$environment.$

and a decrease to the present day. Two nearby fields,
G287 and G11, show a similar morphology in their SFHs,
though the peak comes at slightly earlier times, closer to
100 Myr. Other fields fall along the northeast section of
the 10-kpc ring and show strong SF at the most recent
times. Our SFHs are consistent with this. As we showed
in Figure 13, the average SFR per time bin can vary significantly in di↵erent regions. If we were to define our
regions di↵erently, such that they fell only on the regions
of strongest SF, we would also see a sharper rise to the

Gamma

• We$ﬁnd$that$2A5%$of$stars$reside$in$bound$clusters.$
•

0.10

1.00

x
4$Regions:$Inner$Disk,$East$Ring,$
North$Ring,$Outer$Disk
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0.0001

0.0010

Adapted$from$K12$

Contact:(lcjohnso@astro.washington.edu,$TwiLer:$@lcjohnso$
Support$for$this$work$was$provided$by$NASA$through$grant$
number$HSTJGOJ12055$from$the$Space$Telescope$Science$
Ins+tute,$which$is$operated$by$AURA,$Inc.,$under$NASA$contract$
NAS5J26555.$

Implica+ons
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•

$

of the other regions. Recovery of these wel
tures is a strong confirmation that our meth
One of the most remarkable features of
In$contrast$to$earlier$measurements$at$low$ΣSFR,$as$
that the 10-kpc ring is visible and actively f
throughout the past 600 Myr. Although st
captured$by$rela+on$by$Goddard+10$(G10),$we$ﬁnd$
certainly occurs in the outer regions at all tim
a$turnover$in$!$as$a$func+on$of$ΣSFR.$$This$
feature at 15 kpc detaches itself from the i
200 Myr ago and it has the most coherent
behavior$is$consistent$with$model$predic+ons$by$
80 Myr ago. The inner ring feature at ⇠5
visible, and though there appears to be SF
Kruijssen$12$(K12)$as$well$as$other$observa+onal$
distinct from the surrounding populations,
gains definition 200 Myr ago but has largely
measurements.$
in the last 25 Myr.
We further investigate these trends in Fig
we plot the SFR surface density as a function
Future$work$will$test$the$predic+ons$of$Kruijssen$
each time bin for a subset of the regions alon
axis. We found the distance to the center o
2012$in$detail$through$locallyJderived$input$
and then divided the regions into bins of 0
parameters,$as$opposed$to$the$single$characteris+c$
have divided the SFR surface density by th
surface density in all regions to remove the g
curve$shown$here.$
that there was more SF at older times. We ch
regions that fall within a 40 arc centered o
axis of M31 because of the uncertainty in de
high inclination. These regions are not sub
variations when the position angle or incli
are changed. The plot reveals that not only
ring long-lived, it has also remained mostl
over 630 Myr, a result that has implications
of the ring, which we discuss in Section 6.2.
The SFRs and uncertainties in each time
region are listed in Table 3.
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Future$Work

We$ﬁnd$!$values$that$are$in$qualita+ve$agreement$with$the$cluster$
forma+on$model$of$Kruijssen$12,$where$cluster$forma+on$occurs$as$
a$result$of$locally$increased$star$forma+on$rate$eﬃciencies.$

• Complete$a$diskJwide$calcula+on$of$!.$

The$correla+on$between$!$and$ΣSFR$suggests$a$connec+on$between$
0.01
galaxyJscale$proper+es$and$localJscale$star$forma+on.$

• Extend$the$range$of$environments$through$
targeted$analysis$of$speciﬁc$regions$within$M31.$
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5.2. Mass Maps

• Analyze$!$results$as$a$func+on$of$gas$proper+es$
within$the$disk.$
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